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Abstract

As organization-based multiagent systems are applied to
more complex problems, configuring and tuning the systems
can become nearly as complex as the original problem a
system was designed to solve. A robust system should be
able to adapt. It should be able to self-configure and self-
tune. To this end, we propose a method for self-tuning using
the concept of guidance policies, that is policies that are
designed to guide the system without sacrificing its flexibil-
ity. Guidance policies allow us to apply traditional learning
techniques online without many of the drawbacks associ-
ated with a system falling into a local optimum. They also
help simplify the learning process. We examine the impact
of this learning on various multiagent systems.

1 Introduction

Organization-based multiagent systems engineering has
been proposed as a way to design complex systems that
adapt to their environment [3, 11]. Agents interact and can
be given tasks depending on their individual capabilities.
The system designer, however, may not have planned for
every possible environment within which the system may
be deployed. The agents themselves may exhibit particular
properties that were not initially anticipated. As multiagent
systems grow, configuration and tuning of these systems can
become as complex as the problems they claim to solve.

A robust system should adapt to environments, recover
from failure, and improve over time. In human organiza-
tions, policies evolve over time and are adapted to overcome
failures. New policies are introduced to avoid unfavorable
situations. A robust organization-based multiagent system
should also be able to evolve its policies and introduce new
ones to avoid undesirable situations.

Learning from mistakes is one of the most common

learning methods in human society. Learning from mis-
takes allows one to improve performance over time, this is
commonly referred to asexperience. Experience can allow
proper tuning and configuration of a complex multiagent
system. In this paper, we implement this tuning and config-
uration through the mechanism of organizational guidance
policies. Guidance policies are policies that have been de-
fined to constrain the system, without limiting the system’s
flexibility [12]. These policies may be suspended if the sys-
tem cannot achieve its goal with the policies in place. These
policies, however, still limit the system and can be used to
guidethe system while still allowing the system to adapt to
changes in the environment.

Applying learning in multiagent systems is not new.
Many authors have explored applying various learning tech-
niques in a multiagent context [13, 18, 19]. Most of these
learning applications, however, have been limited to im-
proving an agent’s performance at some task, but not the
overall organization’s performance. Some consider the
overall team performance, but not in the structure of modern
organization-based multiagent systems.

There is good reason past literature has not explored
much polices over the entire organization. Reasoning over
an entire multiagent system is a momentous task [4]. Care
must be taken to ensure that all learned policies do not neg-
atively impact the organization, for example, putting the or-
ganization in a situation where it is impossible for it to com-
plete its goal. Interactions between policies can be subtle
and many hidden interactions may exist. Our use of guid-
ance policies [12] helps mitigate these risks substantially,
thus allowing the system to experiment with different poli-
cies without much risk to the viability of the system.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) an orga-
nizational policy-based approach to self-tuning, (2) a gen-
eralized algorithm based on Q-Learning to implement the
policy-based tuning, and (3) validation of our approach
through a set of simulated multiagent systems, a common
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Figure 1. Organization Model for Adaptive Computational Systems.

approach for learning systems (e.g. [6, 14]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we give some background on the models used in
our multiagent systems. In Section 3, we present our pol-
icy learning algorithm. Section 4 presents and analyzes ex-
perimental results from applying our policy learning algo-
rithm to three multiagent system examples. Related work is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes and Section 7
presents some ideas for future work.

2 Background

The multiagent systems model that we are using
throughout the paper is called the Organization Model for
Adaptive Computational Systems (OMACS) [11]. The ba-
sic OMACS metamodel is given in Figure 1. OMACS
defines standard multiagent system entities and their rela-
tionships. Agents arecapableof playing roles. Roles can
achievegoals. Policiesconstrainthe organization. The or-
ganization (which is comprised of agents),assignsagents
to play specific roles in order toachievespecific goals. The
Goal Model for Dynamic Systems (GMoDS) [17] is used to
model our goal structures. GMoDS allows for such things
as AND/OR decomposition of goals, as well as,precedence
between goals andtriggers (i.e. while trying to achieve a
particular goal, an event may cause another goal to become
active) between goals.

Policies (or norms) have been used in multiagent sys-
tem engineering for some time. Various languages, frame-
works, enforcement and checking mechanisms have been
used [2, 5, 21, 22]. Taking a model checking perspective
(e.g. [23]), we say that policiesrestrict the behavior of
multiagent systems. We view the multiagent system as a
set of states. Policies are rules designed to restrict this set
of states. This restriction may happen at design time or at
runtime. Guidance policies, while they do not sacrifice the

flexibility of a multiagent system, still restrict their behav-
iors [12]. We use (guidance) policies as formal rules that
are applied to our system. This is consistent with usage in
formalizations such as KAoS [22] and PONDER [8].

Guidance policies are a trace-based formalization of
policies ‘that need not always be followed’. They must be
followed when the system can still progress toward achiev-
ing its goal. If the system cannot continue with the guidance
polices, they may be temporarily suspended. The guidance
policies may be arranged in amore-important-thanrelation,
creating a set of lattices. The policies are suspended from
least-important to most-important. Thus it is possible to
have conflicting guidance policies and yet still have a valid
and viable system.

3 Self-Tuning Mechanism

An overview of how the learning takes place in our sys-
tems is given in Figure 2. The system first checks the goals
that are available to be worked on, these goals come from
GMoDS using the rules of precedence and trigger notations
and support the overall goal of the system. Assignments
of goals and the roles that can achieve them are made to the
agents. The agents then indicate achievement failure or suc-
cess. If an agent fails to achieve a goal, policies are learned
over the current state knowledge. This cycles until either
the system cannot achieve the main goal (system failure), or
the system achieves the main goal (system success). Agents
may fail to achieve a goal due to some aspect of the goal or
due to some changes in the environment. The failure may
be intermittent and random.

The aim of our learning algorithm is to discover new
guidance policies in order to avoid ‘bad states’. Thus
we will be generating only negative authorization policies.
While the precise definition of abad stateis domain spe-
cific, we assume that the set of bad states is a possibly
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empty subset of all the states in the system. The remain-
ing states aregood states. Thus we haveS = SB ∪ SG and
SB ∩ SG = ∅, whereS is the set of all states in the sys-
tem,SG is the set of all good states in the system, andSB is
the set of all bad states in the system. Generally, bad states
are states of the system that should be avoided. We use a
scoring mechanism to determine which states are consid-
ered bad. The score of a state is domain specific, however,
for our experiments we usedscore(Si) = 1

1+Fi

, whereFi

is the number of agent goal achievement failures thus far in
stateSi.

To actually generalize and not simply memorize, our
learning algorithm should derive policies that apply to more
than one state through generalization. Thus, the learner at-
tempts to discover the actual cause for the bad state so that
it may avoid the cause and not simply avoid a single bad
state.

Our learning algorithm takes a Q-Learning [24] ap-
proach. The learner keeps track of bothbadandgoodac-
tions (transitions) given a state.

Bad actions. Bad actions given a state are defined as ac-
tions that result in a state that has a score lower than the
state in which the action took place.

Good actions. Good actions given a state are defined as
actions that result in a state that has a score equal to or
greater than the score of the state in which the action took
place.

{...} {...} U TT = < Gi( x ), Rj , Ak >

Si Si+1

F = n F' = n + 1

Figure 3. State and Action Transition.

The learner can then generate a set of policies that will
avoid the bad states (by avoiding the bad action leading to
this state). In the context of the experiments presented in
this paper, the actions considered areagent goal assign-
ments.

Agent goal assignment. An agent goal assignment
is defined as a tuple,〈Gi(x), Rj , Ak〉, containing a
parametrized goalGi(x), a roleRj , and an agentAk. The
goal’s parameterx may be any domain specific specializa-
tion of the goalGi given at the time the goal is dispatched
(triggered) to the system.

Figure 3 shows an example state transition. In this ex-
ample, stateSi is transitioning to stateSi+1 via assignment
T . In stateSi+1 a failure occurs, thusF ′ = F + 1. The
state is then given a score.

Generalization of the policies is done over the state. For
each action leading to a bad state, the algorithm first checks
to see if we already have a policy covering this action and
the pre-state (state leading to the bad state), if so, nothing
needs to be done for this bad action, otherwise we gener-
ate a policy for it. The algorithm generalizes the state by
consideringmatchings.

Matching. A matching is a binary relation between a sub-
state and a state.Bk ≺ Si, means thatBk matchesSi.

Intuitively, a matching occurs between a state and sub-
state when the substate represents some part of the state.
Figure 4 depicts the substate matching relationship. Each
letter represents astate quantum.

State quantum. A state quantum is the smallest divisible
(in terms of the algorithm) unit within a state.

In the unordered state, a matching substate may consist
of any subset of state quanta. In the ordered state, the or-
der of the quanta must be preserved in the substate. The
empty substate is said to matchall states. If a state is a
set of unordered quanta,Si = {s1, s2, ...}, then a substate,
Bk, is said to be a matching forSi iff Bk ⊆ Si. In prac-
tice, since the number of ordered states for a given sys-
tem is far greater than the number of unordered states for
the same system, we tend to prefer using unordered states



Figure 4. Ordered and Unordered states and
their matching substates.

over ordered states. Using ordered states would give the
learner more information, but in the experiments we con-
ducted, that extra information was not worth the added state
space. State space explosion with the ordered states was not
offset by performance gains over the unordered version. In
our experiments, we used agent role-goal assignment and
achievement history as our states. The quanta are the ac-
tual agent assignment tuples. A substate is said to match a
state when the agent assignment tuples in the achievement
and assignment sets of the substate are subsets of the corre-
sponding sets of the state. Intuitively, substates may be seen
as generalizations of states.

The operation of the algorithm is independent of the state
score calculation and the substate generation. For every
bad action,T , given a state, the algorithm starting with the
empty substate, which matches all states, computes a score
using Formula (1). If this score is lower than a threshold,
the algorithm asks the state for the set of smallest substates
containing a specific substate (initially the empty substate).
Each one of these substate-action pairs, (Bk, T ), are given
a score,score(Bk, T ) =

1 −
size(matchG)

size(statesG) + size(statesB) + size(matchB)
(1)

The variables in Formula (1) are as follows:statesG is the
entire set of good states given the transitionT (gotten to by
taking transitionT ); statesB is the entire set of bad states
given the transitionT (gotten to by taking transitionT );
matchG is, given the transition, the set of good states that
the substate matches (a subset ofstatesG); andmatchB is,
given the transitionT , the set of bad states that the substate
matches (a subset ofstatesB. It follows that the score is
bounded as follows:

0 ≤ score(Bk, T ) ≤ 1 (2)

It can easily be seen that when the substate matches all
good states, and we have not encountered any bad states
size(statesG) = size(matchG) and size(statesB) =
size(matchB) = 0, thus score(Bk, T ) = 0. Con-
versely, if the substate does not match any good states,
size(matchG) = 0, thusscore(Bk, T ) = 1. Each substate
is scored with Formula (1). The substate with the highest

for all 〈action, preStateSet〉 in badTGivenS do
for all preState in preStateSet do

if !isAlreadyMatched(action, preState) then
maxSubstate = emptySubstate

maxScore =score(maxSubstate, action)
done =false
while maxscore < THRHLD∧ !done do

substateSet =getSubstates(preState,
maxSubstate)
if substateSet = ∅ then

done = true
end if
maxScore = -1
for all substate in substateSet do

score = score(substate,action)
if score > maxScore then

maxScore = score

maxSubstate = substate

end if
end for

end while
matches = matches ∪ 〈action, maxSubstate〉
policies = policies∪ generatePolicy(action,
maxSubstate)

end if
end for

end for

Figure 5. Pseudo-code for generating the
policies from the state, action pair sets.

score is chosen. If this score is less than a threshold con-
stant, the process is repeated but the substate that is givento
the state to generate new substates is this maximum score
substate. Thus we now build upon this substate and make it
more specific.

Intuitively we start with the most general policy and
then make it as specific as necessary (taking a greedy ap-
proach) so that we exclude ‘enough’ good states. The closer
the threshold constant is to 1, the lower the possibility of
the learned policies matching good states. The closer the
threshold constant is to 0, the higher the possibility that the
learned policies will match good states. For our experi-
ments, we used a threshold constant of 0.6. This proved
to perform sufficiently well for us since we dealt with in-
termittent failures. Pseudo-code for the policy generation is
given in Figure 5.

Another approach that we tested was to avoid the bad
states, that is, ignoring transitions, simply construct poli-
cies that avoid generalizations (substates) of the bad states
themselves. This alone can lead to problems. In our ex-
periments, we found cases in which the system would live-



lock. Since the learner never kept track of the event that
lead to the bad state, it was possible that the learner might
discover policies that forbid every agent but one from trying
to achieve some goal. However, if this one agent failed with
100% probability, the system might simply reinforce that
the new bad state was caused by the older decisions (sub-
state) and would keep trying to assign the goal to the failing
agent. The action-substate learner gets around this because
the policies are developed for the action, if an action keeps
leading to a bad state, there will be a policy discovered that
forbids it. In the case where there are policies forbidding
every agent from trying to achieve a goal, since we are us-
ing guidance policies, the policies will be suspended and an
agent will be chosen. Eventually an agent who can achieve
the goal will be chosen, and the learner will learn that that
agent was not the cause of the previous failures. Avoiding
live-lock is also the reason we regenerate policies after ev-
ery failure.

4 Evaluation

To test our algorithm, we simulated three different sys-
tems: a conference management system, an information
system, and an improvised explosive device (IED) detec-
tion cooperative robotic system. These systems are a sam-
pling across the usual multiagent system deployments: the
conference management system, a human agent system; the
information system, a software agent system; and the IED
detection system, a robotic agent system. Each of these sys-
tems exhibit special tuning requirements given their differ-
ent agent characteristics.

We simulated these systems by randomly choosing an
active goal to achieve and then randomly choosing an agent
capable of playing a role that can achieve the goal while
following all current policies in the system. Active goals
are simply goals in our goal model that GMoDS deems can
be worked on. A goal may become active when triggered,
or when precedence is resolved. In the case of learning, the
learning code receives all events of the system. After every
agent goal achievement failure, the system regenerates its
learned guidance policies using all of the state, transition,
and score information it has accumulated up to that point.

4.1 Conference Management System

A well known example in multiagent systems is the Con-
ference Management [9, 12, 25] system. The Conference
Management system models the workings of a scientific
conference: authors submit papers, reviewers review the
submitted papers, and certain papers are selected for the
conference and printed in the proceedings.

We have modified the agents such that some of them fail
to achieve their goal under certain conditions. In this system

we have three types of Reviewer agents: one that never fails
when given an assignment, another that fails 70% of the
time after completing two reviews (Limit Reviewer), and the
last type, that fails 70% of the time when trying to review
certain types of papers (Specialized Reviewer).

We used the GMoDS goal model and role model for the
Conference Management system as described in [10, 12]. In
the Conference Management system we focused on failures
of agents to achieve theReview Papergoal. We created the
Reviewer types described above and observed the system
performance. In this simulation, we varied the number of
papers submitted for review to trigger the failure states. For
our experiment, states contain the history ofassignments
and number offailuresthus far. Actions are theassignment
andfailure events. Only leaf goals are used in assignments.
Non-leaf goals are decomposed into the leaf goals.

In this experiment, we are concerned with theReviewer
role. Several different agent types are capable of playing
this role, although they clearly behave differently. Each role
may achieve specific goals as shown in the Figure 6.

Role Name Goals Achieved
Assigner Assign Reviewer
Reviewer Review Paper
Partitioner Partition Papers
Review Collector Collect Reviews
Paper Database Collect Papers

Distribute Papers
Collect Finals

Decision Maker Make Decision
Inform Accepted
Inform Declined

Finals Collector Send to Printer

Figure 6. CM Role Goal Relation.

We ran the system with no learning and recorded the
number of failures. We then ran the system with the learn-
ing engaged and recorded the number of failures. Finally
we ran the system with hand-coded policies that we thought
should be optimal and recorded the number of failures.

The policies generated by the learner consist of for-
bidding an action given a state matching. For example,
the learner discovered the policy: given the empty sub-
state (meaning in any state), forbid the agent assignment
〈Specialized Reviewer, PC Reviewer, Review papers ( The-
ory )〉. Thus this policy applies to all states of the system
and tries to avoid assigning theory papers to theSpecial-
izedReviewer. Another policy discovered by the learner is
given the substateAssigned:〈Limit Reviewer, PC Reviewer,
Review papers ( Theory )〉, forbid the action〈Limit Re-
viewer, PC Reviewer, Review papers ( Theory )〉. The
learner must learn all permutations on the abstracted goal
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Figure 7. Limit Reviewer policy preventing
theory papers from being assigned.

parameter. It is interesting here to note that the learner tries
to forbid the LimitReviewer after just one successful as-
signment to it. This has the added benefit that the assign-
ment fails as late as possible, thus the system or environ-
ment could have improved before a failure occurs. The
number of policies generated is relatively small, staying
less than 10 in all runs. Figure 7 gives a graphical de-
piction of how a learned policy relates and is applied to
the system states. From a state containing the substate,
Assigned:〈Limit Reviewer, PC Reviewer, Review papers (
Theory )〉, the assignment action〈Limit Reviewer, PC Re-

viewer, Review papers ( Theory )〉 is forbidden.
The agent type, role type, goal type, and a parameter ab-

straction is given. The parameter abstraction is currently
domain specific, although a separate learner may categorize
the parameters thus creating the abstraction function with-
out the need for a domain expert.

Figure 8 compares the self-tuning, learning, system to
one where this learning does not occur. We also com-
pared the learning to a system, for which, a policy expert
with knowledge of the agent goal achievement failure, hand
coded policies he thought would tune the system. As can be
seen, our learning algorithm does no worse than the hand-
coded policies, and does vastly better than a non-tuned sys-
tem. The learning tuning adapts the system quickly to its
deployed environment—without requiring a policy expert
to analyze the specific deployment environment and hand-
craft policies to tune for said environment.

4.2 Information System

Another multiagent system we tested was an Information
System. Peer-to-peer information gathering and retrieval
systems have been constructed using multiagent systems,
e.g. Remote Assistant for Information Sharing (RAIS) [16].
In our information system we had four types of information
retrieval agents:CacheyAgent, this agent fails with a 30%



probability the first time it is asked for a certain piece of in-
formation, subsequent requests for info it has retrieved pre-
viously always succeeds;LocalAgent, this agent fails 100%
of the time when asked for remote information, otherwise
it succeeds with a 100% probability;PickyLocalAgent, this
agent fails 100% of the time on any request except for on
particular piece of local data; andRemoteAgent, this agent
fails 100% of the time on all data except for remote data.

The leaf-goals of our system are as follows:1.1 Monitor
Information Search Requests, 1.2.1 Perform Local Search,
1.2.2 Perform Remote Search, 1.2.3 Present Results, 2.1
Monitor Information Requests, 2.2 Retrieve Information,
3.1 Monitor for New Information, and 3.2 Incorporate new
Information into Index.

The role-goal relation is shown in Figure 9.CacheyA-
gentis capable of playing rolesLocal Information Retriever
andRemote Information Retriever. LocalAgentandPicky-
LocalAgentare capable of playingLocal SearcherandLo-
cal Information Retrieverroles.RemoteAgentis capable of
playing theRemote Searcherand theRemote Information
Retrieverroles.

Role Name Goals Achieved
GUI 1.1, 1.2.3, 2.1
Local Searcher 1.2.1
Remote Searcher 1.2.2
Information Monitor 3.1
Indexer 3.2
Local Information Retriever 2.2
Remote Information Retriever 2.2

Figure 9. IS Role Goal Relation.

The system quickly learned policies restricting thePick-
yLocalAgent from various information retrieval assign-
ments. These policies were learned that they apply in all
states. TheLocalAgentalso became restricted from being
assigned any goal with any of the various remote informa-
tion, regardless of the system state. The policies concerning
assignments to theRemoteAgentwere similar to theLocalA-
gent. TheCachey Agent, however, was restricted by various
policies, usually of the form〈CacheyAgent, Remote Infor-
mation Retriever, Retrieve Information ( remote info 2 )〉
agent goal assignment is forbidden given the state assign-
ments contain〈CacheyAgent, Local Information Retriever,
Retrieve Information ( local info 1 )〉. The learner did not
have a mechanism for generating a negation policy. For
example, do not allow the assignment if the state doesnot
match the given substate. This could be a future enhance-
ment to the policy generation of the learning. Although the
learner did not have this capability, it still managed to keep
theCachey Agent’sfailures low, and the introduction of this
type of agent did not confuse the learner with regards to the
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substate learning for self-tuning.

type of failure of the other agents.
Figure 10 shows the agent achievement failures for a

non-tuned system. An expert may analyze these failures
and craft policies to guide the system to avoid the failures,
but this would be an error-prone and tedious task. In fact,
by the time a solution is proposed, the problem may well
have changed.

Our self-tuning learning achieved the results given in
Figure 11. The system was able to self-tune and adapt itself
to an environment that contained multiple unique causes of
failure. The adaptation happened quickly enough to greatly
benefit the system.

4.3 IED Detection System

The use of multiagent systems in robotic teams is a
natural application of multiagent systems. Unfortunately,
robots and their physical environment contain more vari-
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ability than purely software-based multiagent systems. Sys-
tem designers may not be able to plan for all this poten-
tial variability when designing their system. Capabilities
of robots may vary with their physical environment. For
example, a robot needing line-of-sight for communication,
may go out of communication range if they move behind a
physical structure in their environment. Other robots may
find that they are not able to diffuse certain types of IEDs,
perhaps because the IEDs are too big for the agent’s grip-
pers. Certainly, if the system designer could think of and de-
sign for all possible environmental variations, their system
would be able to perform efficiently in all environments. In
practice, however, this is not practical. Thus, the system
should be able to automatically learn and adapt to environ-
mental variations on its own.

The IED detection system we used [15] consists of
agents toPatrol an area,Identify IEDs, andDefuseIEDs.
Various agents are capable of playing these roles. ThePa-
trol role may be played by ourLargePatrolleror ourSmall-
Patroller agents. TheDefuserrole may be played by our
LargeGripperor SmallGripperagents. IEDs may be found
while an agent is playing thePatrol role, this event will trig-
ger an Identify goal, which in turn could trigger a Defuse
goal. The Defuse goal is parametrized on the type of IED
identified (large or small). The IED patrol area is first bro-
ken into four parts as shown in Figure 12.

For the first experiment, we made theShortPatrollerfail
on areaD with a 40% probability for the first 10 assign-
ments made to it. After the first 10 assignments to it, the
ShortPatrollerfails with a 40% probability on areaA and
no longer fails on areaD. TheLargePatrolleragent always
fails on areaB with a 20% probability. TheSmallGripper
fails with a 100% probability on diffusing large IEDs.

Without learning, in the first 1000 runs, theSmallGrip-
per failed a total of 14879 times, theShortPatrollerfailed
409 times, and theLargePatroller failed 107 times. With
learning, for the first 1000 runs, theSmallGripperfailed 1
time, theShortPatroller failed 4 times, and theLargePa-

troller failed 1 time. Subsequent runs using the accumulated
knowledge displayed no failures by any agents.

In the second experiment, we left the agents the same ex-
cept for theLargePatroller. TheLargePatrolleragent now
fails on areaD with a 20% probability. This overlaps with
the failure area of theSmallGripperagent.

In this scenario, without learning, in the first 1000 runs
the SmallGripper failed 15172 times, theShortPatroller
failed 434 times, and theLargePatroller failed 133 times.
With learning, for the first 1000 runs, theSmallGripper
failed 1 time, theShortPatroller failed 3 times, and the
LargePatroller failed 12 times. In a subsequent 1000 run,
using the accumulated knowledge, the learning fell into
a sub-optimum, theSmallGripperfailed 0 times, but the
ShortPatrollerfailed 2 times, and theLargePatrollerfailed
102 times. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that
we have the overlapping failing area as well as no partial or-
dering on learned guidance policies. Thus when the policies
must be suspended due to conflicting, or because the system
cannot progress with the policies, all the learned policiesare
suspended at once, creating the situation similar to having
no learning.

4.4 Common Results

In all of our experiments, our self-tuning mechanism was
able to quickly avoid multiple failure states that had multi-
ple independent sources. The performance of the systems
increased as the system tuned to its environment. The num-
ber of polices discovered was kept small, which can be im-
portant when considering policies at run-time, since more
policies can mean more processing time and effort.

In all of the scenarios, we had multiple independent fail-
ure vectors. The learning was able to overcome this. The
IED simulation explored an evolving failure situation where
the cause of the failure changed over time. The information
system also had a unique type of failure with theCacheyA-
gent. This agent cached results of previous queries and thus
would always succeed once it had successfully retrieved a
particular piece of information, otherwise it had a certain
probability of failure. This failure was handled by the algo-
rithm, but due to the nature of the policies generated, it was
not handled optimally and in a general sense.

5 Related Work

There has been much work in independent agent learn-
ing outside of the organizational framework. Much of this
learning is on the individual agent level, with the hope that
the over-all system performance will improve.

Bulka et al. [6] devised a method allowing agents to
learn team formation policies for individual agents using a
Q-Learning and classifier approach. They showed notable



improvement in the performance of their system. While
their approach works well for open multiagent systems, it
does not leverage the properties of an organization-based
multiagent approach. Abdallah and Lesser [1] developed
a similar method to Bulka’s except they were concerned
with migrating the learned information to a changed net-
work topology as well as using the learned information to
optimize the network topology of the current agent system.

Kok and Vlassis [14] used coordination graphs along
with a Q-Learning approach to learn to maximize overall
agent coordination performance. Again, this work does not
leverage the organizational approach to multiagent systems.
Every agent is equal in society and only varies with respect
to capabilities possessed. In human organizations, struc-
tures are built in which actors have roles that they can fill.

Other work has been done at the agent behavior level
(e.g. [20]). As an agent tries to achieve a goal, it may affect
the performance of its teammates. Policies are sometimes
used to restrict the agents behavior while working on a goal.

Chiang et al. [7] have done some work on automatic
learning of policies for mobile ad hoc networks. Their
learning, however, was an offline approach using simula-
tion to generate specific policies from general ‘objectives’
and possible configurations. Our research leverages the or-
ganizational framework to generate policies online that af-
fect the system through the processes of the organization
(i.e role-goal assignments).

6 Conclusions

Multiagent systems can become quite complex and may
be deployed in environments not anticipated by the system
designer. Furthermore, the system designer may not have
the resources to spend on hand-tuning the system for a par-
ticular deployment. With these issues in mind, we have de-
veloped a method to create self-tuning multiagent system
using guidance policies.

Using a variation of Q-Learning, we have developed an
algorithm that allows the system to discover policies that
will help maximize its performance over time and in varying
environments. The use of guidance policies, helps remove
some of the traditional problems with using machine learn-
ing at the organization level in multiagent systems. If the
learner creates bad policies, they should not prevent the sys-
tem from achieving its goal (although they may degrade the
quality or timeliness of the achievement). In this way, our
approach is ‘safer’ and thus we can use a simpler learner.

In the experiments we conducted, the system was able
to adapt to multiple agent goal achievement failures. It was
able to cope with randomized and history-sensitive failures.
The learner was able to discover guidance policies which,
in every case, caused our systems to perform better on the
order of a magnitude when faced with these failures.

Since we are taking the approach of always trying to
avoid bad states, there is the question of whether our ap-
proach will possibly drive the system away from the opti-
mal state in certain diabolical cases. The argument is that
in order to get to the best state, we must pass through some
bad states. To address this, we need to look at what is be-
ing considered as a bad state and if it is possible for there
to be a high-scored state that can only be reached through
a bad state. In the experiments we have performed, bad
states corresponded to agent goal achievement failures. Us-
ing agent goal achievement failures as the scoring method
of our states, it is possible that you must pass through a bad
state in order to get to an end state with the highest score.
But, since the score is inversely proportional to agent goal
failures, we will have to go through a bad state in any case.
We argue that since our score is monotonic, our algorithm
should be able to drive toward the best scored state even in
the diabolical case that you must go through a bad state to
reach it. This, however, requires that we order our learned
guidance policies using the more-important-than relationby
score.

The usage of guidance policies allow for retention of use-
ful preferences and automatic reaction to changes in the en-
vironment. For example, there could be an agent that is very
unreliable, thus the system may learn a policy to not make
assignments to that agent, however, the system may have no
alternatives and thus must use this agent. “We don’t like it,
but we deal with the reality.”–that is until another agent that
can do the job joins the system.

7 Future Work

Guidance policies may be ordered using amore-
important-thanrelation. In this work, we did not utilize that
ordering. However, we hypothesize that if we ordered the
learned policies by confidence, the system would be able
to recover from learning errors more quickly. This is be-
cause the learning error policy would have a lower confi-
dence than the other policies and thus would be suspended
first in the case of a policy conflict or when the system can-
not progress with the current policy set. Confidence may be
computed using the score function described in Section 3.

Currently the algorithm assumes that only one action
happens at a time. The actions of a multiagent system are
not always easily serializable. In order to handle concur-
rent actions, we propose to consider the concurrent actions
as a new compound action. In this way you may use this
algorithm with minimum modification.

Another idea to automatically abstract the goal parame-
ters and the state space is to use model checking to create a
state space abstraction. We could then use this state space
abstraction during learning instead of the exact state space.
This would help with state space explosion and automate



the goal parameter abstraction.
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